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TEKSKIL D98 SD/HD/3G-SDI to HDMI & AV Converter
Boost production quality with this Auxiliary Display Video Converter
A perfect companion for the new generation of Consumer Television Monitors
A wide screen Aux Display will make life easier for your on-screen talent and production crew. Many broadcast
studios are realizing the benefits of teleprompter-mounted Auxiliary/Talent Assist Displays - secondary screens
are a great way to share remote feeds and on-air cueing with the talent. Server feeds, Chromakeys, and overthe-shoulder inserts are readily visible without losing eye contact with the camera. Tekskil’s LCD-22A-VHD
mounts perfectly with today’s smaller, lighter cameras & pan/tilt heads – no problems with overloading or
balancing your camera system. However, the display is only provided with an HDMI Video Input and the studio
infrastructure is typically 3G/HD-SDI. The D98 mounts to the TV Monitor Aux Bracket. Mounted at the optimum
position and angle underneath the prompter with a stabilized micro-truss support is just another example of
Tekskil’s benchmark design and engineering. Our custom hardware enables mounting to any Tekskil Pro or
Premium Series Studio Prompters. An optional Dynamic Stabilization Arm is available for the most demanding
Robotic or Studio applications
Your talent will appreciate the added production support provided by auxiliary displays. These High Definition
22" LCD units are comfortably viewed from 25+ feet away. The D36 (22A-VHD) and D98 are an extremely costeffective addition to the camera platform. Compare features, construction and value with other manufacturers Tekskil's quality, ease of use and affordability make our prompting systems the best choice for all your prompting
needs.
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The D98 SD/HD/3G-SDI to HDMI & AV (CVBS) Converter converts a single channel SDI signal to different kinds
of HD Multimedia HDMI signals and CVBS signals. It integrates an SDI Cable equalizer and reclocker to enhance
video performance and stability.


Supports all SDI input formats:
SD: 525i@59.94Hz, 625i@50Hz
HD: 720p@23.98Hz, /24Hz, /25Hz, /29.97Hz, /30Hz
720p@50Hz, /59.94Hz, /60Hz
1080i@50Hz, /59.94Hz, /60Hz
1080p@23.98Hz, /24Hz/ 25Hz/29.97Hz/ 30Hz
3G: 1080p@50Hz, /59.94Hz, /60Hz



Support SMPTE 259M-C, SMPTE 292M, SMPTE 424M, SMPTE 425M (A level and B level),. Low reflectance
imaging
Slim light weight cabinet with robust truss mount for correct, secure positioning
User selectable output format (HDMI/CVBS)




Set up one of our systems in your studio and see the difference for yourself
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